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About This Game

Gender Bender DNA Twister Extreme is a crazy visual novel that follows a cast of characters that have their genders flipped
due to unforeseen and ridiculous circumstances. Pick a character from a massive cast and follow their unique stories as they

find romance and experience a range of outrageous transformations.

Features

Thirteen Playable Characters

Dozens Of Endings

Multiple Love Interests

Over 40 Hours Of Content

A cast of over 40 Characters

Over 30 Locations To Visit

Dozens of Crazy Transformations
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Transcendent Games
Publisher:
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This is a great, simple interactive exercise game. While on lower settings it can be a "how-fast-can-you-type-blindly-on-the-
numpad" ... *game*, with greater numbers, it turns into a way of measuring your current concentration level. It has a
'competitive' mode and global rankings. The UI is nice and clean. The sound effects and music are non-distracting, but can also
be turned off.

Being able to do quick (accurate) addition and subtraction in real life - without a calculator and\/or googlebinging - has real
benefits. Training keeps you sharp.

The only thing this game needs is a sequel: multiplication & division.

Score: 5+5. Yes, it's still the xbox arcade game that I love. But the mouse controls are terrible. And I don't feel comfortable
using it unless I waste all my points on defence orbs.. Really really poor.. English review is below the chinese one
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As a person who loves minesweeper, Radical Dungeon Sweeper offers me a chance to review my love of minesweeper.
Different characters have very different playing style, some are easier and some are significantlly hard. I unlock all 8 characters
after playing for 8 hours, and I really enjoy this game. Just a reminder that you need to pay attention when youre at level 15
after, because you can die by attacking a monster that has 10 hp(That's how I lose my favourite character ;-;). All in all, it's a fun
rl game and hope my reveiw can help you :D Hope there can be more than one game mode. Simple, but very addictive game.
Like it so far. Seems that there's lots of things to explore.. very fun and challenging Ghost n' Goblins like game.
+

Very fair and hard at the same time.

AMAZING SOUNDTRACK.

great gamepad support

-

Through short and crypted if you aim for better endings...

8/10. 9 Clues 2: The Ward was a fun HOG to play. I liked this one much better tha the first one. Also number 2 is darker than
the first one. Number 2 deals with the asylum this time around.

I have to say that music and graphic was really nice. Voice acting was good too.
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Oh and also one part in the ending made me laugh. Though I wont say why due to not wanting to spolier the end.
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Awful game which doesn't load correctly, has no purpose and is unplayable. I probably purchased this for the 5000
achievements which unlocked but poorly. The first 50 unlocked each second after launching the game. The rest decided to all
unlock simultaneously when closing the game which caused Steam to hang and eventually stop responding. Required a forceful
quit of Steam through Task Manager.

TL:DR - Achievements are bugged, unstable and caused my Steam to stop responding. Game is unplayable.. where the AXE
IMMORTAL ?
we waiting....
oh yes i dont buy compendium trololol. Was hoping for a RedCon style game, instead it's a freemium style pay-to-win mobile
game ported to the PC. Cool game with mods, BAD thing, this game is not optimize, your graphic card might littery melt from
Haydee being so Thicc and jiggle physic ,and not even a jokeing. I only recommend buying this game too support the company
or if you have a beast computer , or just wait till there mod that fix game and optimize it.. Very, very, addictive. So addictive
that interruptions will make you grumpy.. Really good. Try it.. I've played the original Age of Wonders (not on Steam), and
whilst on Steam I've purchased the Wizard's Throne and Shadow Magic. I was pretty enraged to discover TWT units don't have
their little fluffy descriptions, which were one of my favourite parts from the first one, so I'm much relieved to find them here
in SM. I actually find the two games pretty similar except for the storyline - they both seem to run on pretty much the same
engine, and the gameplay is so similar that one could practically be downloadable content for the other. However, the two games
are completely seperate.

If you can only afford to buy one of them, I'd choose this one because I had more fun playing this than the first. I think the
storyline in SM is better (though that's not really saying much) and the gameplay as I said before is pretty similar.. I found this
game to be super laggy and super lazy. All the pirates look identical and all the vikings look identical, save a few accessories you
can add in. Flight controls are slow to respond and difficult to master. And not in a good, challenging way, but rather a clunky
way, badly wanting for a good streamlining. Boy, do I want my money back.. The best game i've ever played since beloved
"Disciples II" & "HOMM 4"..... <3
When i had "Cossacks",while playing it for days, i had a dream to play not the army.. but one single unit.. or a little squad
against big arimes of enemy, collecting kills, trying not do die as long as i could.
And.. suddenly, while reading one of the game-magazines, i've found the info about that game, - about it's lore, characters,
factions and fell in love <3
The "Vampiress" hero #onelove xD
...aaand the LICH with it's "RESSURECTION OF THE DEAD" aura <3. not worth he money. i would spend it on firewatch.
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